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CSCI 305 Homework 2 Due Date: February 23, 2018 @ Beginning of Class



Name: 



Syntax and Semantics 1. Starting with the following BNF grammar:  ::=  +  |   ::=  *  |  |  ::= (  ) | a | b | c



Construct an EBNF grammar from this grammar with the following modifications. Use the EBNF extensions wherever possible to simply the grammars. Include whatever notes to the reader required to make the associativity of the operators clear: a. Add subtraction and division operators (- and /) with the customary precedence and associativity. b. Then add a left-associative operator % between + and * in precedence. c. Then add a right-associative operator = at lower precedence than any of the other operators.



1. Show that the following grammar is ambiguous. (Note: To show that a grammar is ambiguous, you must demonstrate that it can generate two parse trees for the same string.)  ::=  |   ::= wilma | betty |   ::= fred | barney | 



2. For the grammar in Question 2, construct an unambiguous grammar for the same language. 



Language Systems 1. Suppose the target assembly language for a compiler has these five instructions: push address add sub mul pop address



In these instructions, and address is the name of a static variable (whose actual address will



be filled in by the loader). The machine maintains a stack of integers, which can grow to any size. The push instruction pushes the integer from the given memory address to the top of the stack. The add instruction adds the top integer on the stack to the next-from-the-top integer, pops both off, and pushes the result onto the stack. The sub instruction subtracts the top integer on the stack from the next-from-the-top integer, pops both off, and pushes the result onto the stack. The mul instruction multiplies the top integer on the stack by the nextfrom-the-top integer, pops both off, and pushes the result onto the stack. The pop instruction pops an integer off the stack and stores it at the given memory address. So, for example, the compiler might translate the assignment result := offset + (width * n) into this: push offset push width push n mul add pop result



Using this assembly language, give translations of the following assignment statements using as few instructions as possible: a. net := gross - costs 



b. cube := (x * x) * x 



c. final := ((a - abase) * (b - bbase)) * (c - cbase) 



2. Investigate the COMMON keyword in Fortran. Describe how Fortran common blocks work and give an example. What happens if two named common blocks with the same name contain different variables? What is the difference between a blank common and a named common? What does the linker have to do to make this language construct work? 
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Feb 23, 2018 - Describe how Fortran common blocks work and give an example. What happens if two named common blocks with the same name contain different variables? What is the difference between a blank common and a named common? What does the linker have to do to make this language construct work? 
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Feb 9, 2018 - 2. What is the name of the paradigm that treats computation as the evaluation of mathematical functions and avoids changing-state and mutable data? (1 pt) a. event-driven b. concurrent c. scripting d. object-oriented e. logic f. imperat
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CSCI 305 Homework 5 - GitHub 

Apr 16, 2018 - The following code fragment uses arrays in Java. The first line declares and allocates an array of two integers. The next two lines initialize it. int[] A = new int[2];. A[0] = 0;. A[1] = 2; f(A[0], A[A[0]]);. Function f is defined as:
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Operating Systems Homework #2 - GitHub 

May 7, 2015 - #include ... unsigned int tick () { // get current time (msec) ... Repeat think-hungry-eating cycle during given execution time in secs.
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Homework #1 - GitHub 

Please select either bus 2 or 3 as reference bus, calculate the line flows, and check if the results are the same. 2. Come up with a case study of LP, and solve it in ...
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region containing a constant magnetic field B = 2.6T aligned with the positive ... With what speed v did the particle enter the region containing the magnetic field?
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May 14, 2015 - (Integer) Number indicating scheduling algorithm. 27 int policy;. 28. // Enum values for policy. 29 const short FCFS=0, SJF=1, PRIOR=2, RR=3;.
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Dec 2, 2014 - In order to determine y-component of E-vector, we need to use right-hand rule, which will give us negative sign and for the size we will have.
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Homework 2 

Recall the unitary group U1 = {z âˆˆ C | |z| = 1}. Find all the one dimensional continuous complex representations of U1. 5. Let G be a finite group. Let Ï� : G âˆ’â†’ GLn(R) be an n-dimensional real representation. Prove that there exists a matrix Ï
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Homework 2.pdf 

Self-checkout lines at grocery stores are fairly commonplace these days. Describe what happened to. the demand for cashiers when these devices became ...
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Semester 2 Homework 2 

Dec 9, 2006 - Fill in the blanks using the words shown. One word is extra. thinking think buy buying would should work home. NELEGTRO SHOP. I'm about.
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Semester 2 Homework 1 

Brad. ( I'm / I'll ) going home. ( lt / It's ) looks dangerous! Len, don't worry. (I / I've ) been lots of times. ( You'll / You ) won't get hurt. And ( you'll / you ) love it!
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0. > JL. f t. HW 2."? - /*//. =:- 122. ^ 53.0. C.VK,. , r~/ = O*. ^. -._ I"T. 
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Chapter 2 - GitHub 

Jan 30, 2018 - More intuitively, this notation means that the remainder (all the higher order terms) are about the size of the distance between ... We don't know Âµ, so we try to use the data (the Zi's) to estimate it. â€¢ I propose 3 ... Asymptotica
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css/src/first.less') .pipe(less()), gulp.src('./css/src/second.css') .pipe(cssimport()) .pipe(autoprefixer('last 2 versions'))) .pipe(concat('app.css')) .pipe(minifyCss()).
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Use the following explicit schemes: 1. Finite-Volume: FTCS for both convection and diffusion. 2. Finite-Volume: First order upwind for convection, FTCS for ...
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